As countries across South Asia continue to battle the deadly Covid-19 pandemic, causing serious public health and economic crisis, this region, which is home to almost 2 billion people, is also
human rights violations and culture of impunity in south asia
The Biden administration hopes to make deeper inroads in Southeast Asia but lags far behind China, which has already built up major trade ties, as well as roads and a high-speed rail.

with u.s. focused on defense, china's trade and infrastructure sweep southeast asia

understanding migration, migrants, and human security with an emphasis on asia
Living under the shadow of impending inevitable climate change has led to an increased interest in "nature-based solutions" (NbS) that are environmentally sustainable, cost-effective solutions that

study finds national and international frameworks are imperative for implementing nature-based solutions in asia

Central Asia Centre' here will act as the secretariat for the India-Central Asia Summit coordination, ET has learnt. This is aimed at creating institutional linkages and is based on India's suggestion

india to propose biennial summit with central asia and secretariat in delhi
Stimson Center's South Asia Program welcomes applications from highly motivated graduating seniors or individuals who have completed their undergraduate or master's degree in the past year... Hindi,

south asia program junior fellowship
By Ben Blanchard TAIPEI (Reuters) -Two U.S. aircraft carrier groups have entered the disputed South China Sea for training, the Department of Defense said on Monday as Taiwan reported a new Chinese

u.s. carriers in south china sea, taiwan reports further chinese incursion
A United States Navy guided missile destroyer
challenged Chinese claims of sovereignty in and around islands in the South China Sea on Thursday, with a Navy statement saying such claims violate

**US Navy warship challenges Chinese territorial claims in the South China Sea**
India’s aim is to become a leading player in the Central Eurasian landmass. The two sides lament the slow progress in transforming the convergence of interests into tangible deliverables.

**First India-Central Asia summit: what does India intend to achieve?**
Women who make goods like clothing and street food in slum homes are producing less amid baking temperatures and floods, hurting their fragile livelihoods, a survey finds.

**Incomes dip for South Asia's women home workers as heat rises**
I intended this column to focus on Elizabeth Economy’s important new book, “The World According to China,” which describes Xi Jinping’s vision for China’s future dominance in the world.

**The authoritarian world Xi and Vlad hope to create**
The launch came as the U.N. Security the South Korean military said in a statement on Tuesday. Still, the North’s latest test, it said, amounted to a “grave threat to international peace.”

**North Korea launches 2nd ballistic missile in a week, South Korea says**
The US is stepping up its economic diplomacy while China explores the path of persuasion, as both seek to strike a balance between the use of hard and soft power Asean members that are the targets of

**South China Sea: a time for adjustments as US, China and Asean fine-tune their strategies**
Indonesia will allow a boat packed with Rohingya refugees that had become stranded off its coast to dock in the Southeast Asian country, its
security despite international pleas to do so.